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Vulcanized Lagging - Plain

Vulcanized Lagging - Herringbone

Vulcanized Lagging - Diamond Grooved

Plain vulcanized lagging is suitable for any pulley in the conveyor
system where watershed is not necessary.  It provides additional
protection against belt wear and increases the life of the pulley.

Herringbone Grooved Lagging offers superior tractive properties
and is desired on all drive pulley applications. Each groove offers a
path for water and other liquids to escape between the pulley face
and the conveyor belt. Herringbone grooved pulleys are directional
and should be applied to the conveyor in a manner in which the
grooves point toward the direction of belt travel.

Diamond Grooved Lagging also offers superior tractive
properties and should be specified on all reversing conveyor
applications. 

In any conveying application, conveyor belt slippage can be a
problem. There are basically three different factors that can
cause slippage between a conveyor belt and a drive pulley. 

1. The coefficient of friction might be too low. 

2. The wrap angle of the belt on the conveyor pulley might be
too small.

3. The tension on the belt might be too low. 
The most cost efficient way to reduce the risk of slippage is

to install the right type of pulley lagging on the drive pulley. The
use of lagging on the conveyor pulley performs two functions:

1. Its primary function is to aid in gripping the conveyor belt,
thus helping transmit torque from the drive to the pulley in order
to carry the load on the conveyor belt. 

2. Lagging also prolongs the wear life of the pulley.
Vulcanized lagging is a rubber compound that has been

cured in an autoclave, which typically results in a 60-70
durometer material. After curing, the lagging can be grooved
and/or machined. 

Martin offers vulcanized rubber lagging on all of our drum
pulleys. We apply rubber directly to the face of our pulleys by
extrusion. Our lagging department has perfected the process
and can apply rubber in any thickness to any diameter core
pulley ranging from 4" to 72". We extrude rubber in the specified
thickness, wrap the uncured rubber pulley in Teflon®
impregnated curing tape and bake the pulley in one of our large
diameter autoclaves under high pressure at a very high
temperature for a set period of time until the rubber is fully
cured. 

We offer several grooving patterns in the cured rubber, but
among the most popular are Herringbone and Diamond Groove.

The standard hardness for pulley lagging ranges from 60-70,
but other durometers are available upon request.

Nomenclature
VRL HBL DGL

Vulcanized Rubber Lagging Herringbone Lagging Diamond Grooved Lagging

Teflon® is a Registered Trademark of the E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company or its affiliates.
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MSHA- Mine & Safety Hazard Approved

AR- Abrasive Resistant

Ceramic (Cold bond and Vulcanized)

Mine & Safety Hazard Approved Lagging (MSHA) should be
used in all underground coal mining applications and any
application where fire safety is imperative. Martin’s MSHA
lagging compound has been approved by the United States
Federal Government to apply on all pulleys in mining
applications where fire safety is required. The MSHA
compound is clearly labeled on each pulley and stamped with
our government ID in several places on each pulley. Minimum
required thickness for MSHA lagging is 1/2".

The MSHA compound can be shipped as plain, herringbone
or diamond grooved

Abrasive Resistant Lagging is a very popular compound in
the most rugged applications where protection against highly
abrasive conveyed materials is required. Martin’s AR (abrasive
resistant) compound was developed with the engineering
support and technical experience of chemists from the tire
industry. The AR compound mimics the substance used in the
tires of the giant “quarry loaders” where resistance to
puncture, wear and chunking has been essential. Our
suppliers have learned through the years that the same
technology can be applied to our rubber lagging compounds.

For maximum protection against premature lagging failure,
specify Martin’s AR Lagging!

Vulcanized Ceramic Lagging by Martin has proven to be the
best in the industry. Martin has worked closely with independent
testing labs to study adhesion strengths of several bonding
methods. Our studies found that the Martin VC Lagg yield an
83% higher bonding strength than conventional cold bonding
methods for ceramic lagging compounds. 
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Weld On Strip Lagging

Cold Bond

Molded Urethane

SOF (Static Conductive/Oil Resistant/Flame Resistant)

Weld on Strip Lagging is available from Martin’s stock and is easily
installed on drum pulleys either in our facilities or in the field. We stock 72"
long strips with retainers in diameters from 10" to 48". Not only do we have
standard 60 durometer SBR available, but we can provide special
compounds like; 40 durometer rubber, EPDM and SOF (Static Conductive
Oil & Fire resistant).

Cold Bond Lagging is another product available from Martin. We stock
full rolls of pre-cured rubber suitable for installation directly to the face of
the pulley. Our Cold Bond rubber is available in plain or diamond grooved
pattern. This product is typically used when pulleys on the conveyor must
be re-lagged while still in operation, and can reduce the change-out time
required to install a complete new assembly.

Simply tell us the diameter and face width of the pulley on which you
would like to install our Cold Bond Lagging, and we will generate a quote
for a “Cold Bond Kit” which will include all necessary materials required to
lag the subject pulley.

Molded Urethane Lagging is yet another product offered by Martin which
will protect pulleys from extreme abrasion. Our Urethane lagging is actually
poured in a liquid state into a fabricated form, which encases the pulley.
Once the urethane is cured and hardened, we machine the outside
diameter to a concentric OD. We can additionally alter the urethane lagging
to either a herringbone or diamond grooved pattern.

SOF (Static Conductive/Oil Resistant/Flame Resistant):  Static
Conductive, Oil Resistant, and Flame Resistant properties are combined to
reduce the risk of explosion, and fire or oil related lagging failures.  The
static reducing qualities allow the accumulation of static to dissipate
through the lagging to ground (in a grounded system).  Oil resistance is
appropriate for moderately oily conditions involving hydrocarbons, fats, oils,
greases, hydraulic fluids, solvents, and other moderate chemicals.  The self
extinguishing  characteristics of SOF make it ideal for use in grain and
fertilizer applications.
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Wing Lagging 

Lagged Replacement Contact Bars 

Shell Lagging

Wear Rims

Shell Lagging is one product offered by Martin
that allows our customers to Relag drum pulleys
while they are still on the conveyor. Our field
installable shell lagging kits are available in 3
piece, 4 piece and 5 piece construction
depending upon the diameter of the core pulley to
which the shells will be applied. Each shell is
available in either flat construction or crowned
construction.

The Martin Steel Wear Rims are an additional item offered
by Martin that allows the pulley to be patched while it is on
the conveyor. Each rim is available in a 2 piece shell in ¼",
5/16", 3/8" or ½" thick material. 

Martin Wing Lagging is designed to slide over the Martin
wing pulley contact bars and is available in sizes suitable
for all duties of our wing pulleys. Wing lagging is an
excellent method of extending life on wing pulleys contact
bars where belt abrasion typically causes premature wear.
The Martin Wing Lagging product is easily installed either in
the shop or in the field and can be supplied in either 72"
long strips for your inventory, or in cut to length sizes for
immediate installation.

The Martin Replacement contact bars are intended
for use on all manufacturer’s wing pulleys and are
field installable as well as shop installable. This
product features vulcanized lagging on flatbars
which have ¼" x 1" clips on the bottom side
designed to slide over the vertical wing flights on
wing pulleys that have worn contact bars. It is
imperative that the specific wing flight thickness be
specified at the time of order so that our fabrication
team can space the clips properly to slip over the
existing wings.

Pulley Diameter # Shells

12 3
14 3
16 4
18 4
20 4
24 4
30 4
36 5
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Once Again, Martin has the answer when it comes to offering a
solution to field replacements on conveyor pulleys; Steel Wear
Rims, Shell Lagging, Wing Lagging and Lagged Replacement
Bars. There are many applications that require a simple fix in the
field while the pulley is still on the conveyor structure. The Martin

Wear Item line up addresses these types of situations. We offer
replacement parts for both drum pulleys and wing pulleys; each
intended for installation on an existing pulley in the field.

Some common questions to address regarding the Martin Wear
Parts are:

Q: When does it make sense to install the Martin Shell Lagging
on a drum pulley?

A: If the conveyor belt has worn through the rubber lagging on
a pulley but not had time to wear into the drum pulley shell, the
Martin Shell Lagging may be a good solution.

Q: Can I install the Martin Shell Lagging on new pulleys?

A: Absolutely! However it is not recommended that the shell
lagging be used in drive pulley applications where tensions are
extreme. The Martin Shell Lagging is primarily intended for field
installation as a means of avoiding down time caused by belt
slippage from worn lagging.

Q: Does the Martin Wing Lagging fit on all manufacturers wings
pulleys?

A: No, the Martin Wing Lagging product is intended for
application on flatbar of dimensions equal to what is supplied on
the Martin Wing Pulley.

Q: Does the Martin Wing Lagging Require any tools to install?

A: Yes, but very few. (Dead Blow Hammer & a Welder) Each
wing lagging strip is installed by gently pounding it over the
existing contact bar on each individual wing. Once the wing has
been rotated on the conveyor to a point where the inside wings
are exposed; then the cut-to-length strips are positioned and
pounded on with a Martin dead-blow hammer. The product will

essentially “self-seat” itself when it hits the crown of the pulley,
but should be driven on the balance of the distance across the
face of the pulley. Once the Lagged Wing is properly positioned,
a stitch weld should be placed along the bottom side of the bar,
while watching for delamination of lagging from too much heat.

Q: Do the Martin Lagged Replacement Contact Bars fit all
manufacturers’ wing pulleys?

A: Yes they will. However, it is imperative that the wing flight
thickness be submitted to our factory prior to manufacturing the
replacement bars. Most pulley manufacturers utilize different
thickness materials on their wing flights and in order to ensure a
tight fit of our bar onto the wing, we must know that dimension.
Please ask one of our Martin factory representatives for a Lagged
Replaceable Contact Bar sheet.

Q: Do the Martin Steel Wear Rims fit on all manufacturers
pulleys?

A: Yes, however we need to know the outside diameter and
face width of the drum pulley on which it will be installed. We
typically manufacture the Steel Wear Rims in 2 halves which
need to be clamped to the core pulley. Each half-shell is trimmed
¼" short of the core face so that there is room to run a weld to
fasten the Wear Rim to the pulley. It is also important that the
core is clean and free of debris prior to installation for maximum
operating performance. 

** MANUFACTURERS NOTE **

Martin Wear Rims, Shell Lagging, Wing Lagging  and
Replacement Lagged Contact bars are intended for wear and
tractive properties only, and NOT intended for structural
enhancement of the underlying conveyor pulley.

Frequently Asked Questions
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